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CHAPTER8Distance Education

In this chapter, we discuss the applicability of the FSA program requirements
to programs offered through distance education.

For some time now, schools have used various alternative non-
traditional modes of delivering instruction. Distance Education

refers to any mode of instruction in which there is a separation, in
time or place, between the instructor and student. In this chapter we
use the term distance education to refer collectively to these alternative
modes including –

• courses through correspondence (including some courses
offered on video cassettes); and

• courses offered via the application of technology including
television, audio or computer transmission (such as open
broadcast, closed circuit, cable, microwave, or satellite
transmission), and courses offered over the Internet.

Schools use distance education to respond to students’ needs for
alternatives to the schedules and locations at which courses
traditionally have been offered. The availability of new technologies
including the Internet have spurred significant growth in the number
and types of distance education programs schools offer.

Certain FSA program requirements (particularly disbursement
rules) are organized around the traditional structures of term-based
on-campus instruction. These requirements may restrict and may not
be easily applied to distance education programs. Questions regarding
FSA program and FSA student eligibility often arise when schools
expand their course offerings by adding distance learning options.

The Higher Education Amendments of 1998, Public Law 105-244,
addressed this growing problem by authorizing a Distance Education
Demonstration Program (Demonstration Program). You can find
information about the Demonstration Program later in this chapter.

Distance education cite
34 CFR 600.2

In the FSA programs, the term
“distance education” is used only
in conjunction with the Distance
Education Project. The FSA program
laws and regulations, use the terms
correspondence and
telecommunications.
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CORRESPONDENCE  AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COURSES
As discussed previously, for purposes of the FSA programs, distance
education refers to courses delivered via telecommunications and
correspondence. There are eligibility implications for institutions
that offer courses via telecommunications and correspondence.

Definitions

What is a correspondence course?

A correspondence course is a home-study course provided by an
institution under which the institution provides instructional materials,
including examinations on the materials, to students who are not
physically attending classes at the institution. When a student
completes a portion of the instructional materials, the student takes
the examinations that relate to that portion of the materials and
returns the examinations to the institution for grading.

• If a course is part correspondence and part residential
training, the course is considered to be a correspondence
course.

• If a school adds telecommunications technology, such as on-
line instruction, to a correspondence course, the school
must ascertain the predominant method of instruction
(correspondence or telecommunications). The school must
apply the rules for the predominant method, in
administering its participation in the FSA programs.

• A course that is delivered in whole or in part through the
use of video cassettes or video discs is a correspondence
course unless the institution also delivers comparable
instruction to students attending resident classes at the
institution during the same award year.

What is a telecommunications course?

A telecommunications course is a course offered via the
application of technology including television, audio, or computer
transmission (such as open broadcast, closed circuit, cable, microwave,
or satellite transmission) and courses offered over the Internet.

Correspondence course and
telecommunications course
definitions cite
34 CFR 600.2

Videocassettes and discs example

A school offers an English 101 course via
video cassette.  English 101 is also offered to
students physically attending classes at the
institution during the same award year.  In
this case this course would be considered a
telecommunications course.

The school also offers Art History 302 via
video cassette.  Art History 302 is not offered
to students physically attending classes at
the institution during this award year.  In this
case this course would not be considered a
telecommunications course for this award
year. It is considered a correspondence
course.

A combined correspondence and
residential program example

A school offers a truck driving program.  The
first part of the program is offered via
correspondence.  After completing the
correspondence portion of the program the
student has to attend a residential site where
he or she actually learns how to drive trucks.

This program is considered a
correspondence program.

Please note that telecommunications courses may be considered
correspondence courses and when that is the case, there may be implications vis-a-
vis an institution’s eligibility to participate in the FSA programs. Those implications
are discussed in the section The effects of correspondence and telecommunications courses on
institutional eligibility.
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THE EFFECTS OF CORRESPONDENCE AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COURSES ON
INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY

Students enrolled in correspondence courses are eligible to receive
FSA, HEA Program funds only if they are enrolled in degree programs
(associate, bachelor’s, graduate). This means that students cannot
receive FSA funds if they are enrolled in certificate programs via
correspondence.

For certificate programs of less than one year, telecommunications
students are considered correspondence students.  These students are
not eligible to receive FSA funds.

Basic Principles

1. Telecommunications courses are considered to be
correspondence courses if the sum of the
telecommunications courses and other correspondence
courses the institution provided during the award year
equaled or exceeded 50% of the total number of courses it
provided during that year.

2. If an institution offers more than 50% of its courses by
correspondence, the institution loses its eligibility to
participate in the FSA.

This limitation does not apply to a school that mainly
provides vocational adult education or job training (as
defined under Sec. 521(4)(C) of the Carl D. Perkins
Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act).

3. If 50% or more of an institution’s students are enrolled in its
correspondence courses, the institution loses its eligibility to
participate in the FSA programs.

This limitation may be waived for a school that offers a two-
year associate degree or four-year baccalaureate degree
program if the school demonstrates to the Department that
in that award year, the students enrolled in its
correspondence courses receive no more than 5% of the
total FSA program funds received by all of the school’s
students in the award year.

4. The 50% limitation applies to institutions, not programs. An
educational program composed entirely of correspondence
courses could still be an eligible program if no more than
50% of the institution’s courses were offered through

Correspondence limitations cite
Sec. 102(a)(3)(A) and (B)
34 CFR 600.7(a)(1))(i) and (ii)

Tip

Contracting distance ed courses
Some participating institutions contract with
providers that are not eligible to participate
in the FSA programs to offer courses
through distance education. These
participating institutions must ensure that
they do not exceed the limitations on
contractual arrangements (see chapter 7.)

number of regular students enrolled in the
institution's correspondence courses

number of regular students enrolled in
all of the institution's courses
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Attestation required cite
34 CFR 600.7(g)(2)

correspondence and telecommunications, and the program
met other eligibility requirements.

An educational program composed entirely of Internet
courses (telecommunications courses) could still be an
eligible program if no more than 50% of the institution’s
courses were offered through correspondence and
telecommunications, and the program met other eligibility
requirements.

5. If the student is enrolled in a program leading to an
associate, bachelors, or graduate or professional degree, the
student is eligible to receive FSA program funds. If a student
is enrolled in a program delivered via correspondence and
leading to a certificate or diploma, the student is not eligible
to receive FSA program funds. There is no special limit on
the eligibility of telecommunications students to receive FSA,
HEA program funds as long as the telecommunications
course is considered a telecommunications course and not a
correspondence course.

6. A school may not refuse to provide FSA funds to a student
because he or she is enrolled in correspondence or
telecommunications courses unless the courses are not part
of an eligible program. However, a school may refuse to
certify an FFEL application or originate a Direct Loan (or
may reduce the amount of the FFEL or Direct Loan) for a
student if the decision is made on a case-by-case basis, and
the reason (not merely because the student is a distance
education student) is provided to the student in writing and
documented in the student’s file.

7. The schools correspondence course calculation and
correspondence student calculation must be attested to by a
independent auditor.

Over the next few pages we will show you how to count correspondence
students and courses. Then we will describe the effects that those calculations
have on the eligibility of different types of  students and institutions.

How to count courses for purposes of determining
  whether an institution comes within the
  50% limitations.

Using the latest complete award year, the formula for determining
the enrolled student limitation is as follows:

1. If an institution offers a course both by correspondence
and residential training, the course counts twice, as a
correspondence course and as a residential course.

An institution is the sum only of
its eligible programs

Some postsecondary institutions offer
programs that are eligible for FSA
as well as programs that are not FSA
eligible. For FSA program purposes, we
consider an eligible institution is the sum of
its "eligible programs."

In order to minimize the effect on its
institutional eligibility of offering programs
solely by correspondence that do not lead to
a degree, an institution might choose to
identify those programs as not part of its
FSA eligible programs.

A program (and students enrolled therein)
that was so identified would not be
considered part of the institution in these two
formulas.

number of institution's correspondence courses

total number of institution's courses
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Regular student defined
A person enrolled for the purpose of obtain-
ing a degree, certificate, or other recog-
nized educational credential offered by
the institution (34 CFR 600.2).

COUNTING CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

Miliways Community College (MCC) offers telecommunications and correspondence
courses as well as resident training. The college offers 90 courses on campus as well as
a number of courses through correspondence. MCC’s registrar, Ford Prefect, knows
that the school offers two programs not divided into courses or modules and 42
sections of classes through correspondence. In order to determine the number of
correspondence courses, Ford examines the following data:

Robotics Technology (a 24-credit program = 1 correspondence course
not broken up into courses or modules)

Vogon Highway Construction (a 24-credit = 1 correspondence course
program not broken up into courses or modules)

Art 201, 202, 203, and 204 (8 sections = 4 correspondence courses
of each, offered only through correspondence)

English 101 (6 sections offered through = 1 telecommunications course
telecommunications, and 45 on campus) (and 1 resident course)

Music of the Spheres (2 sections = 1 correspondence course
offered via DVD, and not offered on campus)

For purposes of evaluating the impact of its correspondence courses on MCC’s
eligibility for FSA programs, Ford finds that MCC offers eight correspondence and
telecommunications courses.  Since MCC offers more than 90 courses, its minimal
correspondence offerings have no impact on its eligibility for FSA programs.

Thus, it would count as one in the numerator and as
two in the denominator.

2. Regardless of how many sections of a course or
program are offered during the award year (as a
residential or as a correspondence course), the course
is counted only once under each type.

3. A program not offered in courses or modules counts as
one correspondence course.

How to count students for purposes of
  determining whether an institution comes
  within the 50% limitations.

Using the latest complete award year, the formula for determining
the enrolled student limitation is as follows:

• An institution must use a straight head count of
enrolled students. Therefore it is irrelevant whether a
student is a full-time or part-time student or whether
the student is a recipient of FSA program funds.
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• All enrolled regular students must be counted. (If a
student withdrew from the institution and received a
full refund the student is not counted.)

Next, we discuss the interrelationship between correspondence and
telecommunications courses and students.

 The consequences of the 50% Rule for three types of
eligible institutions

   1. Eligible institutions that provide certificate
          programs but do not provide degree
          programs

Degree programs are programs that lead to associates,
bachelors, graduate, or professional degrees.

Are telecommunications courses and students considered correspondence
courses and students?

• Yes; telecommunications courses are considered
correspondence courses.

• Yes; telecommunications students are considered
correspondence students.

For  eligible institutions that provide certificate programs but do not
provide degree programs, what is the effect of offering correspondence
courses on institutional eligibility?

• This type of eligible institution becomes ineligible if the
number of correspondence courses (including
telecommunications courses) it offers in its latest award
year is more than 50% of the total number of courses it
offers in that award year.

• This type of eligible institution becomes ineligible if the
number of students enrolled in its correspondence
courses (including telecommunications courses) in its
latest award year equals 50% or more of the total
number of enrolled students in that year. (Section
102(a)(3)(B) of the HEA; 34 CFR 600.7(a)(1)(ii))

Can this type of institution award FSA program funds to
correspondence, including telecommunications, students?

• No; this type of institution may not award FSA program
funds to its correspondence (including
telecommunications) students.

However, if after the application of the appropriate
formulas, the institution remains eligible, it may award
aid to its resident students.

Effect of correspondence courses
on institutional eligibility cite
34 CFR 600.7(a)(1)(i) and (ii)

Eligible institutions that provide
certificate programs but do not
provide degree programs cite
HEA, Section 484(l)(1)(A) and 484(l)(1)(B)(ii)

Reminder

If a student is enrolled in a
program whose courses are
provided both residentially
and by correspondence/
telecommunications, the
student is considered to be a
correspondence/
telecommunications student if
a majority of the student’s
courses are correspondence/
telecommunications courses.
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 2. Eligible institutions that provide educational
certificate and degree programs where the number
of degree programs was less than 50% of the
institution's total number of education programs in
its latest award year

With regard to telecommunications students and programs, this
type of institution is treated the same as the first type of
institution.

Are telecommunications courses and students considered correspondence
courses and students?

• Yes; telecommunications courses are considered
correspondence courses.

• Yes; telecommunications students are considered
correspondence students.

What is the effect of offering correspondence courses on institutional
eligibility?

• This type of eligible institution becomes ineligible if the
number of correspondence courses (including
telecommunications courses) it offers in its latest award
year is more than 50% of the total number of courses it
offers in that award year.

• This type of eligible institution becomes ineligible if the
number of students enrolled in its correspondence
courses (including telecommunications courses) in its
latest award year equals 50% or more of the total
number of enrolled students in that year. (Section
102(a)(3)(B) of the HEA; 34 CFR 600.7(a)(1)(ii)).

Can this type of institution award FSA program funds to
correspondence, including telecommunications, students?

• If after the application of the appropriate formulas, the
institution remains eligible, it may award aid to its
resident students.

This type of institution may not award FSA funds to its
correspondence (including telecommunications)
students who are in certificate programs.

This type of institution may award FSA funds to its
correspondence (including telecommunications)
students who are in degree programs.  (Keep in mind
that the rules for awarding FSA to correspondence
study students would be applicable.)

Example of how to count
educational programs.

P.A. Institute provides educational
programs in accounting, bookkeeping, and
computer technology that lead to
certificates.  P.A. Institute also offers an
educational program in computer
programming that leads to an associate
degree.  All of the courses in P.A. Institute's
computer technology certificate program
are creditable toward its associate degree
program in computer programming.

P.A. Institute thus offers four
educational programs, of which only one
leads to an associate degree.  Therefore, its
one degree program is less than 50% of
the total number of its educational
programs.  The fact that all the courses in
P.A. Institute's computer technology
certificate program are creditable toward its
computer programming associate degree
is not relevant to that determination.
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3. Eligible institutions that provide educational
          certificate programs and degree programs where
          the number of degree programs was at least 50%

  of the institution's total number of education
          programs in its latest award year

Are telecommunications courses and students considered correspondence
courses and students?

• No; for certificate programs of one year and more and
all degree programs, telecommunications courses are
not considered correspondence courses and
telecommunications students are not considered
correspondence students if the number of the
institution's residential courses exceeds the sum of its
correspondence and telecommunications courses.  Put
another way, telecommunications courses and students
are not considered correspondence courses and
students if the institution provides at least one more
residential course than the sum of its correspondence
and telecommunications courses.

• Yes, for certificate programs of less than one academic
year, telecommunications courses are considered
correspondence courses. (Sections 484(l)(1)(A) and
484(l)(B)(ii) of the HEA)

• Yes, for certificate programs of one academic year or
more and degree programs, telecommunications
courses are considered correspondence courses and
telecommunications students are considered
correspondence students if the number of the
institution’s residential courses does not exceed the
sum of its correspondence and telecommunications
courses.

For this category of schools, what is the effect of offering correspondence
courses on institutional eligibility?

• This type of eligible institution becomes ineligible if the
number of correspondence courses, including
telecommunications courses, it offers in its latest award
year is more than 50% of the total courses it offers in
that award year. (Sections 102(a)(3)(A) of the HEA and
484(l); 34 CFR 600.7(a)(1)(i) and 600.7(b))

• This type of eligible institution becomes ineligible if the
number of students enrolled in its correspondence
courses during its latest award year equals 50% or more
of the total number of enrolled students in that year.
However, if the institution answered “No” to the
question, Are telecommunications courses and students
considered correspondence courses and students, the
institution does not count students enrolled in its
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telecommunications courses as students enrolled in
correspondence courses. (Sections 102(a)(3)(B) and
484(l) of the HEA; 34 CFR 600.7(a)(1)(ii) and
600.7(b))

Can this type of institution award FSA program funds to
correspondence, including telecommunications, students?

• Yes, this type of institution may award FSA funds to its
correspondence students if those students are enrolled
in degree programs.  (Section 484(k) of the HEA) In
addition, if the institution answered “No” to the
question, Are telecommunications courses and students
considered correspondence courses and students, the
institution may award those funds to telecommuni-
cation students who are enrolled in any eligible degree
or certificate program. (Section 484(l) of the HEA)

DETERMINING  INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY

Example 1

Institution A offers residential programs on campus and one correspondence
program that consists solely of correspondence courses.  During the last
completed award year, 60% of Institution A's enrolled regular students were
enrolled in the correspondence program.

Institution A loses its eligibility because at least 50% of its students were enrolled
in correspondence courses and an institution loses eligibility if at least 50% of its
students are enrolled in correspondence courses.

Example 2

Institution B does not provide correspondence courses but it does provide
telecommunications courses.  The telecommunications courses are part of an
educational  program that leads to a bachelors degree.  In fact, more than 50% of
Institution B's educational programs lead to bachelor’s degrees.  The
telecommunications courses make up only 5% of Institution B's total courses, but
90% of Institution B's enrolled regular students are enrolled in the
telecommunications courses.

Institution B does not lose its eligibility because the students enrolled in the
telecommunications courses are not considered enrolled in correspondence
courses.  The telecommunications courses are not considered correspondence
courses because (1) more than 50% of Institution B's courses are residential
courses, (2) at least 50% of Institution B's educational programs lead to a bachelor’s
degree, and (3) the students enrolled in the telecommunications courses are
enrolled in education programs leading to a bachelor’s degree.
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STUDENT ELIGIBILITY

Are there any limits on a student’s eligibility for FSA
program funds for attendance in correspondence
courses?

A student enrolled in a correspondence program is eligible to
receive FSA program funds provided the student is enrolled in a
program leading to an associate, bachelors, graduate, or professional
degree. A student enrolled in a correspondence program is not
eligible to receive FSA program funds if the student is enrolled in a
certificate or diploma program.

Remember however, that a student enrolled solely in
correspondence study cannot be considered more than a half-time
student no matter how many credits the student is taking.

Note: There is no comparable limitation on a student enrolled in
telecommunications courses (unless of course, the
telecommunications student is considered a correspondence
student as discussed above).

Example 3

Institution C does not provide correspondence courses but it does provide
telecommunications courses.  The telecommunications courses make up 51% of
the total number of courses Institution C provides, but only 25% of Institution C's
enrolled students are enrolled in telecommunications courses.   More than 50% of
Institution C's educational programs lead to associate degrees and all the students
enrolled in the telecommunications courses are enrolled in educational programs
leading to associate degrees.

Institution C loses its eligibility. Because the sum of its correspondence and
telecommunications courses (51%) exceeds the number of its residential courses,
its telecommunications courses are considered correspondence courses. As a
consequence, Institution C has too many correspondence courses to sustain its
institutional eligibility. An institution loses its eligibility if more than 50% of its
courses are correspondence courses.

Student eligibility cite
Sec. 484(k); 34 CFR 668.38 and 690.2
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Are there any limits on a student’s eligibility for
FSA program funds for attendance in a
telecommunications program?

There are no limits on the FSA eligibility of a student enrolled
in telecommunications courses provided the program leads to an
associate, bachelor’s, graduate, or professional degree, or is a
certificate program that is at least one year in length. If the
telecommunications courses are considered correspondence courses
the aforementioned limits apply.

Cost of Attendance

What costs can be included in a student’s
cost of attendance?

For a student enrolled in a correspondence program, the only
costs that generally can be included in the student’s cost of attendance
are tuition and fees and, if required, books and supplies. Travel and
room and board costs can only be included if they are incurred
specifically in fulfilling a required period of residential training.

A student who enrolled in a telecommunications program does
not have any addiitional restrictions placed on his or her cost of
attendance unless the financial aid officer determines that
telecommunications instruction results in a substantially reduced cost
of attendance.

The cost of equipment, such as a computer, can be included in
the cost of attendance of a student taking courses through
telecommunications. For correspondence students, the cost of a
computer may be included in the cost of attendance if such
equipment is required of all students in the same program.

Federal Pell Grant Program and Federal Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant (FSEOG) Program
disbursements

Are there any special disbursement rules that apply to
students in correspondence courses?

Generally, Federal Pell Grant Program and FSEOG Program
disbursements can be made up to 10 days before the first day of classes
for a payment period. However, there are special rules for students
enrolled in correspondence study programs.

FSEOG Program

A correspondence student must submit his or her first completed
lesson before receiving an FSEOG payment.

Cost of attendance cite
Sec. 472(5) and 472FSEOG

FSEOG Program disbursements
cite
34 CFR 676.16(f)
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Federal Pell Grant Program

For a non-term-based correspondence portion of a program of
study the school must make –

• the first payment to a student for an academic year after the
student submits 25% of the lessons, or otherwise completes
25% of the work scheduled for the program or the academic
year, whichever occurs last; and

• the second payment after the student submits 75% of the
lessons, or otherwise completes 75% of the work scheduled
for the program or the academic year, whichever occurs last.

For a term-based correspondence portion of a program of study
the school must make the payment to a student for a payment period
after the student completes 50% of the lessons or otherwise completes
50% of the work scheduled for the term, whichever occurs last.

DISTANCE EDUCATION
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

Purpose of the Demonstration Program

The Distance Education Demonstration Program was created
to –

• test the quality and viability of expanded distance education
programs currently limited under this HEA;

• provide for increased student access to higher education
through distance education programs; and

• help determine

a. the most effective means of delivering quality education
through distance education course offerings,

b. specific statutory and regulatory provisions needing
modification to provide greater access to distance
education programs, and

c. the appropriate levels of federal student assistance for
students enrolled in distance education programs.

Waivers of FSA program requirements for
participating schools

For schools in the demonstration program the Department is
authorized to waive the requirements of:

• section 472(5) related to computer costs for students
enrolled in correspondence courses;

• sections 481(a) and (b) related to the minimum number of
weeks of instruction;

Distance Education
Demonstration Program cite
Sec. 486

Distance education
An educational process that is characterized
by the separation, in time or place, of the
student and instructor and includes courses
offered principally through the use of various
electronic means including television, audio,
or computer transmission, such as open
broadcast, closed circuit, cable, microwave,
or satellite transmission; audio or computer
conferencing; video cassettes or discs; or
correspondence.

Federal Pell Grant Program
disbursements cite
34 CFR 690.66
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• the Correspondence Course Limitation and the
Correspondence Student Limitation;

• under certain conditions, the provision that defines a
telecommunications course as a correspondence course; and

• regulations, prescribed under the General Provisions
regulation (generally 34 CFR 668), that inhibit the
operation of quality distance education programs.

Examples of waivers provided in this area are:

a. the definition of a full-time student, to the extent a
student enrolled solely in correspondence courses is
prohibited from being a full-time student; and

b. the application of a uniform standard of satisfactory
academic progress to all students within categories of
students and programs.

The Department is not authorized to waive any of the
program-specific regulations.

For more information on the Correspondence Course Limitation, the
Correspondence Student Limitation, and the provision that defines a
telecommunications course as a correspondence course under
certain conditions, see chapter 1.

Selection of participants

The program began on July 1, 1999. In the first year, the
Department selected 15 participants. The Department was
authorized to select up to 35 new participants (individual
institutions, and systems and consortia of institutions) for the
program beginning in the third year (2001). Nine new participants
were selected in 2001 and five in 2003, bringing the total number
selected to 29. These include over 100 institutions from 23 states
and the District of Columbia. The Department does not anticipate
additional participants.

When selecting participants, the Department took  into account:

• the number and quality of applications received;

• the Department’s capacity to oversee and monitor each
school’s participation;

• each school’s financial responsibility, administrative
capability, and the program(s) being offered through
distance education; and

• the diversity of the schools selected with respect to size,
mission, and geographic distribution.
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Eligible applicants

The Department selected institutions, systems of institutions, and
consortia of institutions to participate in the demonstration program.

A school was eligible to apply to participate in the
Demonstration Program if it:

• is located in the United States and participates in the FSA
programs;

• provides a two-year program that leads to an associate
degree or a four-year program that leads to a baccalaureate
degree or higher degree and would be eligible to participate
in the FSA programs but for the fact its programs do not
meet the Correspondence Course Limitation, or the
Correspondence Student Limitation; or

• is Western Governors University.

In addition, systems and consortia of these institutions were
eligible to apply to participate in the program.

Evaluation of the Demonstration Program

The Department must evaluate each demonstration program on
an annual basis. This evaluation must address:

• the extent to which a participant has met the goals set forth
in its application, including the measures of program quality
assurance;

• issues related to student financial assistance for distance
education;

• effective technologies for delivering distance education
course offerings; and

• impediments caused by statutory and regulatory
requirements not waived.

In addition, the Department must review current policies and
identify those that present impediments to the development and use
of distance education and to other nontraditional methods of
expanding access to higher education.

In January 2001, and in July 2003, the Department provided
Congress with reports on the results of the project. These reports
are available at —

http://www.ed.gov/programs/disted/resources.html

In addition, the Department is required to provide additional
annual reports to Congress regarding the demonstration programs.
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Oversight

The Department carries out, on a continuing basis, various
oversight activities, including assuring participants’ compliance with
statutory and regulatory requirements, providing technical assistance,
monitoring student participation, and consulting with accrediting
agencies and state regulatory authorities.
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